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My Sister the Vampire #3: Re-Vamped! Harper Collins Don't miss this fun tween vampire series, featuring regular girl
Olivia and goth girl Ivy! The secret is out—cheerleader Olivia and vampire Ivy are twins! Now that Ivy and Olivia have
told their friends that they're twins, they have to come clean to their adoptive parents. But Ivy's dad doesn't even
want to meet Olivia! When the vampire oﬃcials realize Olivia knows the truth about vampires, they demand that she
pass three tests to prove she's worthy of sharing the secret. Yikes! One thing's for sure—if the sisters can get through
this, they can get through anything. Vampalicious Egmont Books (UK) Sink your teeth into Sienna Mercer’s fourth supergirly vampire story for girls. Ivy and Olivia can't lose each other again! Even though twin sisters Ivy and Olivia,
separated at birth, have only been reunited for a few months, they can't imagine life without each other. But Ivy's dad
has decided to move to Europe - and he's taking Ivy with him! Oh, no! With Olivia's cheerleader optimism and Ivy's
vampire craftiness, they're determined to come up with a plan that will keep Ivy and her dad in Franklin Grove. Can the
twins stop a vampire from spreading his wings? These kinds of situations only happen in My Sister the Vampire. A
vampire book for girls who want to read about young love and innocent paranormal romance. Love Bites Egmont Books
Traveling to Transylvania to meet her vampire family for the ﬁrst time, Olivia is upset she will miss Valentine's Day
with her new boyfriend Jackson and Ivy feels out of place despite being surrounded by vampires. My Sister the Vampire
#4: Vampalicious! Harper Collins Don't miss this fun tween vampire series, featuring regular girl Olivia and goth girl Ivy!
Ivy and Olivia can't lose each other again! Even though twin sisters Ivy and Olivia, separated at birth, have only been
reunited for a few months, they can't imagine life without each other. But Mr. Vega has decided to move to
Europe—and he's taking Ivy with him! Oh, no! With Olivia's cheerleader optimism and Ivy's vampire craftiness, they're
determined to come up with a plan that will keep Ivy and her dad in Franklin Grove. But what? Re-vamped! Now that
Ivy and Olivia have told their friends that they're twins, they have to come clean to their adoptive parents. But Ivy's
dad doesn't even want to meet Olivia! When the vampire oﬃcials realize Olivia knows the truth about vampires, they
demand that she pass three tests to prove she's worthy of sharing the secret. Yikes! One thing's for sure, if the sisters
can get through this, they can get through anything! Lucky Break Egmont Books The 7th funny book in the girly series
with a dark twist. For younger readers who also enjoy modern vampire stories. Take Two Egmont Books (UK) Sink your
teeth into Sienna Mercer’s ﬁfth super-girly vampire story for girls. Hollywood has come to Franklin Grove! Olivia is very
excited. Jackson Caulﬁeld - the hot teen movie star - is shooting a movie in her home town! And there's a chance to win
a part in the ﬁlm. So when she bumps into Jackson and he shows her around the set, she thinks her dreams have come
true. But there's a few things that get her vampire twin Ivy suspicious. Could Jackson possibly be a vampire? It would
be Hollywood's biggest secret! But, more importantly, Olivia doesn't want a vampire boyfriend and she's quickly falling
for him! It's up to Ivy to do some undercover sleuthing . . . These kinds of situations only happen in My Sister the
Vampire. A vampire book for girls who want to read about young love and innocent paranormal romance. My Sister the
Vampire #1: Switched HarperColl This new, funny series for tween readers takes sibling relationships and twin hijinks to
another level as it introduces Olivia, who meets her look-alike, Ivy. But there is one major diﬀerence--Ivy is a vampire.
And shes not the only one in town who is. Twin Spins! Egmont Books (UK) While Olivia takes on the responsibility of
planning the school dance, Ivy learns that her Transylvanian grandparents want to send her to a vampire ﬁnishing
school--and she is not allowed to tell Olivia about it. My Vampire System Webnovel WWW.WEBNOVEL.COM (Cloudary
Holdings Limited) The human Race is at war with the Vicious Dalki and when they needed help more than ever, THEY
started to come forward. Humans who had hidden in the shadows for hundreds of years, people with abilities. Some
chose to share their knowledge to the rest of the world in hopes of winning the war, while others kept their abilities to
themselves. Quinn had lost everything to the war, his home, his family and the only thing he had inherited was a
crummy old book that he couldn’t even open. But when the book had ﬁnally opened, Quinn was granted a system and
his whole life was turned around. He completed quest after quest and became more powerful, until one day the system
gave him a quest he wasn’t sure he could complete. "It is time to feed!" "You must drink human blood within 24 hours"
"Your HP will continue to decrease until the task has been completed" More info, visit: https://www.webnovel.com/
Shattered Mirror Delacorte Press Sarah Vida is a witch and a vampire hunter — and a loner. Christopher Ravena is a
vampire trying to pass as a normal high school student who wants to know Sarah better. Drawn to him despite her
better judgment, Sarah’s forced to admit that there’s room for gray in her otherwise black-and-white world of good
versus evil — until she meets Nikolas, Christopher’s twin and one of the most hunted vampires in history. The Radleys
A Novel Simon and Schuster Struggling with overwork and parenting angst, English village doctor Peter Radley
endeavors to hide his family's vampire nature until their daughter's oddly satisfying act of violence reveals the truth,
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an event that is complicated by the arrival of a practicing vampire family member. Date with Destiny Egmont Books (UK)
The girls land the job of reporting on Prince Alex and Tessa's wedding in Transylvania for VAMP Magazine, but Olivia is
confronted with happy couples at every turn as she pines for Jackson. My Sister the Vampire #2: Fangtastic! Harper
Collins Don't miss this fun tween vampire series, featuring regular girl Olivia and goth girl Ivy! Olivia is a vegetarian. Ivy
is a vampire. And they're twins?!? Ever since Olivia discovered that her long-lost twin sister, Ivy, is a vampire, she's
been soaking up everything Ivy will tell her about Franklin Grove's vampire community. It's all top secret, and Olivia's
sworn that she'll never tell another soul. But now, nosy tabloid reporter Serena Star is snooping around. As she gets
closer and closer to the truth, it's up to Ivy and Olivia to throw her oﬀ track. This is one fangtastic news story that
can't get out! The Vampire's Promise Scholastic Inc. Althea, Devnee, and Lacey all bargain with a vampire for popularity,
beauty, and freedom, but are faced with the consequences of their deals when the vampire chooses his victims. Revamped!. vol. 3 When Olivia and Ivy tell their classmates and parents that they are identical twins, the word spreads to
the vampire oﬃcials and Olivia must prove that she is worthy of keeping Ivy's true identity. Flying Solo Egmont Books
Ivy settles in to life at Wallachia Academy and tries to adjust to the school's strict rules, while back in Franklin Grove,
Olivia begins dressing like Ivy in order to get into a vampire rock concert. Fangs for the Memories My Sister the Vampire
Perfect for fans of Goth Girl, this addictive vampire series is ideal for girls of 9+ to sink their fangs into... Things are
going great for Olivia Abbott and her boyfriend Jackson, except for the huge secret she's been keeping from him ...
there are vampires in Franklin Grove and Olivia's twin sister Ivy is one! Olivia knows she must tell Jackson the truth,
but the vampire oﬃcials say that Jackson must pass three trials if he is going to be trusted with the secret. And, as
Olivia knows, these tests are not easy ... they are bloodcurlingly diﬃcult! Will Jackson prove himself worthy or is this
the ﬁnal nail in the coﬃn? And speaking of secrets, Ivy is developing a strange new power ... the inhabitants of
Franklin Grove had better watch out! These kinds of situations only happen in My Sister the Vampire. A vampire book
for girls who want to read about young love and innocent paranormal romance. Ideal for fans of Jacqueline Wilson, Meg
Cabot, and Zoe (Zoella) Sugg. Have you collected all of 'My Sister the Vampire'? Switched Fangtastic! Revamped!
Vampalicious! Take Two Love Bites Lucky Break Star Style Twin Spins! Date with Destiny Flying Solo Stake Out! Double
Disaster! Flipping Out! Secrets and Spies Fashion Frightmare Spooktacular! Fangs for the Memories Look out for
Sienna Mercer's other great series, 'My Brother the Werewolf'. Sienna Mercer grew up in Toronto, Canada. She was an
only child, and always wanted a brother or sister - especially a twin. A twin would have been awesome! Sadly, she
never got that sister so, when she was grown up, she did the next best thing - she wrote stories for girls about a girl
who reminded her of herself, and gave her the most fun, fabulous twin she could imagine . . . a vampire twin. Double
Disaster! Egmont Books While in London on the set of her ﬁlm, Olivia is distracted by thoughts of her ex-boyfriend,
Jackson; meanwhile, Ivy begins high school and becomes instantly popular when the goths become the in-crowd.
Fashion Frightmare! Egmont Books Olivia lends Ivy a hand as her nervous twin sister prepares to participate in the Cafe
Creative fashion show. Flipping Out! Egmont Books While Ivy adjusts to being the most popular girl in school, Olivia goes
on a matchmaking mission to bring goth Amelia and skater boy Finn together. A Discovery of Witches A Novel Penguin
Book one of the New York Times-bestselling All Souls trilogy—"a wonderfully imaginative grown-up fantasy with all the
magic of Harry Potter and Twilight” (People). Look for the hit TV series “A Discovery of Witches,” streaming on AMC
Plus, Sundance Now and Shudder. Season 2 premieres January 9, 2021! Deborah Harkness’s sparkling debut, A
Discovery of Witches, has brought her into the spotlight and galvanized fans around the world. In this tale of passion
and obsession, Diana Bishop, a young scholar and a descendant of witches, discovers a long-lost and enchanted
alchemical manuscript, Ashmole 782, deep in Oxford's Bodleian Library. Its reappearance summons a fantastical
underworld, which she navigates with her leading man, vampire geneticist Matthew Clairmont. Harkness has created a
universe to rival those of Anne Rice, Diana Gabaldon, and Elizabeth Kostova, and she adds a scholar's depth to this
riveting tale of magic and suspense. The story continues in book two, Shadow of Night, and concludes with The Book of
Life. Star Style Egmont Books (UK) Olivia and Ivy ﬁnd themselves competing for a role in a vampire romance ﬁlm and are
surprised when their biological dad turns up on the movie set. ReVamped Simon and Schuster A sequel to Staked ﬁnds
vampire Eric challenging one of Void City's most powerful demons to rescue the soul of his beloved deceased Marilyn,
an eﬀort that is complicated by his need to reform his disintegrated body, the foibles of his newly vampiric car, and a
romantic prospect's illusions about high-society vampires. Original. Staked Simon and Schuster Struggling with a shortterm memory problem that prevents him from remembering how he became a vampire and how he spends his
everyday life, Eric resists his girlfriend's entreaties to make her a vampire while endeavoring to outmaneuver an
alluring witch and a vengeful pack of born-again lycanthropes. Reprint. Spooktacular! Sink your teeth into Olivia and
Ivy’s seventeenth fright-time adventure! Olivia Abbott is used to vampires . . . After all, her twin sister Ivy is one! But
she’s never believed in ghosts. That all changes at the Café Creative Halloween party, when Olivia meets a beautiful
girl who’s dressed in a strange red gown and behaving super spookily! Ivy isn’t convinced . . . until she learns the
legend of the tragic Calhoun sisters, who died over 100 years ago. Could Franklin Grove be haunted? One thing’s for
certain – the twins are in for their spookiest Halloween ever! Vampire Academy Shadow Kiss Penguin UK "Thorndike
Press Large Print the Literacy Bridge"--T.p. verso. My Sister the Vampire Love Bites Olivia and Ivy are headed to
Transylvania to meet their dad's side of the family, which just happens to be vampire royalty. Washington's Spies The
Story of America's First Spy Ring Bantam In 1778, George Washington unleashed an unlikely ring of spies in New York
to discover British battle plans. My Sister, the Vampire Random House Books for Young Readers A beautiful Maine summer
turns deadly for Sarah, Tim, and Jenny Hoskins and their neighbors as they discover the horrifying truth about the
strange new owners of Spool Island. The Vampire Sisters - a Friend to Bite Mere Mortals HarperTeen "Two teenage
vampires are turned mortal and must face the greatest nightmare of all--high school"-- At First Bite Scholastic Inc.
Twelve-year-old vampire Ashlee Lambert moves from New York to sunny Los Angeles, where she must deal with vicious
cliques, awful sunburns, and a mystery of disappearing classmates that Ashlee must solve. Aphrodite the Beauty Simon
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and Schuster Well-researched and true to the original myths, each volume in the Goddess Girls series addresses
contemporary issues like friendships and relationships from a classically accurate—and entertaining—persepective. In
Aphrodite the Beauty, Aphrodite, goddessgirl of love, must deal with jealousy after giving Athena a makeover. It
doesn’t seem fair that the godboys pay more attention to her friend when Aphrodite is supposed to be destined for
love! She also copes with a crush from an unlikely source—the nerdy Hephaestus (god of the smith)—and learns that
love comes in many forms. Irena Sendler Get to Know the World War II Rescuer People You Should Know Irena Sendler
was a social worker who wanted to help people. World War II left many vulnerable. Irena helped them get medical care
and necessities to live. Then she took the greatest risk. Learn more about the woman who smuggled Jewish children to
safety. Vengeance and Vampires: The Complete Series Crystallite Publishing USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR Alicia
Rades presents a thrilling urban fantasy adventure where witches cast dark magic and shifters battle vampires. This
complete paranormal series bundle includes all four books in the Vengeance and Vampires series. I'm Rachel Collins,
low witch and raven shifter in hiding. I spend my days tending the cash register at a local magic shop and my nights
patrolling the streets for vampires with a death wish. Until the night I spot the mark of the Soulless on some lowly
vampire's wrist. The Soulless answer to Valkas, the original vampire and the most ruthless of them all. They’re the
same bloodsuckers who murdered my parents and kidnapped my sister. I want answers—and maybe a little revenge.
Along comes Venn, a handsome, protective wolf shifter who takes my breath away. We're both after the same guy, and
as much as it kills me to ask for help, I kind of need it. Heaven help me. The dark, dangerous road we’re traveling
together will either free my sister or get me killed. Thousands of copies sold! Hunt vampires, team up with witches,
and fall in love with shifters in this dark, fast-paced supernatural series. Experience the mystery, suspense, and magic
of found families, fated mates, and reincarnation in this complete series bundle. "I didn’t want to put this book down.
It started on a high note that kept rolling straight through. Every page more action moved the story along.” - Ashley
Mccartney, Reviewer ★★★★★ "It has action, mystery, adventure, and drama… A unique take on vampires and shifters
and I loved it.” - Jessica Cashen, Reviewer ★★★★★ "I love books about shifters, vampires and other supernatural
creatures. This book was so good from start to ﬁnish, I could not put it down.” - Jaime Margaria, Reviewer ★★★★★ Sink
your teeth in! Scroll up and order now to binge-read the complete urban fantasy series today! My Sister the Vampire
Upon moving to Franklin Grove, eighth-grader Olivia Abbott, a pink-loving cheerleader, learns that she has a twin
sister, Ivy Vega, whose "goth" appearance hides a weird secret. The Tale of the Body Thief Ballantine Books In a gripping
feat of storytelling, Anne Rice continues the extraordinary Vampire Chronicles that began with the now-classic
Interview with the Vampire. For centuries, Lestat—vampire-hero, enchanter, seducer of mortals—has been a courted
prince in the dark and ﬂourishing universe of the living dead. Now he is alone. And in his overwhelming need to
destroy his doubts and his loneliness, Lestat embarks on the most dangerous enterprise he has undertaken in all the
years of his haunted existence. Look for a special preview of Anne Rice’s Prince Lestat in the back of the book. The
Vampire Chronicles continue in Prince Lestat and the Realms of Atlantis, available for pre-order now. Praise for The
Tale of the Body Thief “Tinged with mystery, full of drama . . . The story is involving, the twists surprising.”—People
“Rice is our modern messenger of the occult, whose nicely updated dark-side passion plays twist and turn in true
Gothic form.”—San Francisco Chronicle “Fast-paced . . . . mesmerizing . . . silkenly sensuous . . . No one writing today
matches her deftness with the erotic.”—The Atlanta Journal-Constitution “Hypnotic . . . masterful.”—Cosmopolitan RedHeaded Stepchild Orbit A USA Today Bestseller! In a world where being of mixed-blood is a major liability, Sabina Kane
has the only profession ﬁt for an outcast: assassin. But, her latest mission threatens the fragile peace between the
vampire and mage races and Sabina must scramble to ﬁgure out which side she's on. She's never brought her work
home with her---until now. This time, it's personal. The Duke And I Harper Collins Simon Basset, the irresistible Duke of
Hastings, has hatched a plan to keep himself free from the town′s marriage-minded society mothers. He pretends to be
engaged to the lovely Daphne Bridgerton. After all, it isn′t as if the brooding rogue has any real plans to marry though there is something about the alluring Miss Bridgerton that sets Simon′s heart beating a bit faster. And as for
Daphne, surely the clever debutante will attract some very worthy suitors now that it seems a duke has declared her
desirable. But as Daphne waltzes across ballroom after ballroom with Simon, she soon forgets that their courtship is a
complete sham. And now she has to do the impossible and keep herself from losing her heart and soul completely to
the handsome hell-raiser who has sworn oﬀ marriage forever!
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